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New World Order Conspiracy                                                                                                     
Reality vs.Theory                                                                                                                                                               

       This is a preface to an expose of the Rothschild and Rockefeller minions, who 
surreptiously devised and plotted the ill-willed, self-aggrandizing scheme  to divest 
the United States of its sovereign independence, and national and personal 
freedoms!  In other words, to enslave our country, and make it interdependent 
with the other socialized nations of the world, under the elite ruling cabal of the 
New World Order, per U. S. signing of the 1945 treaty establishing UN Charter 
global authority!  

       It is highly unlikely that the perpetrators will ever emerge from their delirium 
before the evil plan is fully consummated, but if not, it will be like a never-ending 
bad dream to all but the select malevolent elitist fools in control and their 
compatriots, whose own nightmares will follow not longer after!  That is, they too 
will be swallowed up by a backlash from their own greed and abuse, having caused 
inevitable chaos and uprising, by their harsh imposition upon the world of limited 
governmental powers, and economic opportunities, plus intolerable restricted 
living conditions (including inhumane mistreatment, i.e., depopulation by 
genocide, etc.)!

       Simple honest thought and observation should teach us, that man has natural 
inalienable rights of self-determination in all matters of life, including liberty, and 
the pursuit of happiness!  And, just because certain big shot elitists can muscle 
their way around in the world, like the "bully on the block", doesn't mean they 
have any more personal rights to the natural benefits, and privileges of life, than 
anyone else!  

        I had previously written a critical article about the UN Charter, by which the U. 
S. Government, criminally and traitorously surrendered the traditional national 
autonomy of our uniquely successful country, and the natural free rights of its 
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citizens, by signing them over to the global gluttons and gobblers (like the cartoon 
PacMan), or ruthless, self-enriching powermongers, known as the  "elite ruling 
cartel" of the NWO! 

       The UN Charter, or more fittingly named, The Socialist Manifesto provisions 
are predicated upon an exclusionist, even delusional concept of a utopian world 
hierarchy, composed mainly of a clique of international bankers , having absolute 
control over every nation, and its inhabitants, throughout the world!  The upshot 
of its powers is a culmination of centuries of a world takeover conspiracy, to be 
accomplished either by means of consent, or conquest!  

         The essential enabling means of the New World Order meeting their goal of 
world domination, is the acquisition and control of enough resources (wealth and 
materials) to prevent the enslaved world from being able to escape from the 
NWO's adversarial acts of oppression, and disenfranchisement of personal rights 
and freedoms.  

      Which means that everyone except the ruling elite, and their families, and 
select peers, will be confined to a life of minimalized subsistence and allowance of 
other needs and privileges, with their numbers being subject to massive 
depopulation, by genocide and other inhumane methods!

       Such will be the barbaric cruelty and deprivation, resulting from forced 
compliance with the mandates (whims and dictatorial powers) of the totalitarian 
New World Order!  The history of the UN's predecessor, The League of Nations, 
being only partially able to act on various world problems, should have been 
convincing to the prospective NWO principal proponents and advisors, that the 
purview of the scope and demands of a world control organization is at best a 
radical, unrealistic, visionary concept.  

       The administration of which, by its complex nature, would be an extremely 
prodigious and unwieldy venture that would be predictably, all but certain, 
doomed to fail--leading to global chaos, and unmanageably worse world problems 
than exist today.  
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       And, judging by the ruthless, abusive past and planned actions of the self-
serving one-worlders, why would anybody be foolish enough to think that such 
proven ruthless scoundrels could ever be trusted to conduct themselves any 
different in the future (per UN Agenda 21 confirmation).!  So, let's begin with some 
of the notable perpetrators of the worst scheme against humanity that the world 
has ever known!  A modern time "winner" of the double-dealing American sellout, 
socialist award is George H.W. Bush (Pres. #41).  While he has done creditable 
things in his government service career, they are overshadowed by his NWO 
complicity.  We don't remember Benedict Arnold for anything favorable!

      The whole warped concept of commandeering the world, and "claiming" to 
eliminate "socIal injustice" in every aspect of civilization, if ever established, would 
bring into reality the most bizarre, crackpot movie  themes ever concocted or 
imagined!  The most devastating outcome of the madcap scheme is that the 
supposed "cure" is worse than the "disease"!  In fact, what greater "social 
injustice" can be imposed upon mankind than the inhumane treatment of fellow 
man detailed and planned in UN Agenda 2l?  

      And, whatever reasons, or excuses are given, what good are they if it makes the 
principal proponents do extreme, radical things?  The designed end result would 
make life a virtual open prison for all but the despotic, elitist rulers, and their 
peers!  Frankly, anything that is devised by the self-serving plunderers,  which 
would purposely victimize and dehumanize most of mankind, makes the 
perpetrators undeserving to live any kind of favorable existence! 

       How extreme is the UN's diabolical scheme?  Consider their Biodiversity 
Assessment Report of things disallowed, as "non-sustainable":  "Ski runs, grazing of 
livestock, plowing of soil, building fences, industry, single family homes, paved and 
tarred roads, logging activities, dams and reservoirs, power line construction, and 
economic systems that fail to set proper value on the environment."  Note 6.  And, 
while it may not be termed "non-sustainable", the disallowance of private property 
ownership is the worst deprivation of natural, human rights that man could be 
forced to endure!  
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       To camouflage their draconian agenda, they would call the process names like 
"comprehensive planning", "growth management", or "smart growth".  When, in 
fact, the system is a harsh one-world, dis-United Nations' nightmarish, evil scheme 
against humanity!!    

       All of which, renders people like the "distinguished" Bushes, and probably 
hundreds of others, as hypocrites and traitors by (1) having taken an oath to 
uphold the U. S. Constitution, and then (2) working behind the scenes, and openly 
as shills and accomplices for the NWO, which requires the abolishment of national 
sovereignty and independence, and most natural rights and freedoms.

       Ironically, the one-worlders, in their pursuit of unlimited power and control 
over the world, are themselves (which they hardly know, or even suspect) 
irrevocably committed slave-servants (puppets) of the Devil who, the Bible 
explains, has temporary reign and control over all of mankind, that have not been 
delivered from the "law of sin and death", by God's gospel plan of salvation!  

      The NWO practice is a reverse act of the Biblical story of Esau.  Instead of it 
being like Esau giving up his birthright for a mess of pottage, the NWO takes away 
people's birthright (rights, and privileges, and opportunities), and leaves them with 
a severely limited, low quality existence for the rest of their lives!  Remember the 
term, "forced compliance".  

       I call the UN Charter, a "Socialist Manifesto" because, carried to its full 
declared extent, it represents an extreme totalitarian, collectivist government, 
over a tyrannically controlled society.  I published a critique in my website, titled 
"UN Charter Commentary", delineating and interpreting some of the deceptive 
terminology of the Charter, by using bold print insertions in the text.

      Under the control of the UN ruling authorities, or "merchants of death and 
destruction" (mainly the international banking cartel), they will continue their 
subversive practices of (1) causing crises of staged wars, (2) confiscating wealth 
and resources, either directly, or by the process of financing the wars they cause 
with loans that most countries cannot repay, (3) population control, i.e., genocide, 
(4) taking over industries, services, and everything of value to their duplicitous, 
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barbaric agenda!  

      In a speech before Congress in Jan. 1991, George H.W. Bush said, "We have 
before us, the opportunity (usurped authority) to forge for ourselves and for 
future generations a new world order, where the rule of law" (in the hands of laws 
of God violators) "not the rule of the jungle, governs the conduct of nations.  
When we are successful, and we will be, we have a real chance at this new world 
order, an order in which a credible (iron-handed) U.N. can use its peacekeeping 
(enforcement) role to fulfill the promise and visions of the U.N. founders" (which is 
a completely disingenuous attribution).   Parenthetical inserts, mine.  

      And again from Bush 4l, "Just prior to bombing Iraq into the Stone Age, and 
killing thousands of people", referring to Saddam Hussein, he said, "If we do not 
follow the dictates of our inner moral compass", (What is moral about the true 
aim, and clandestine ways of the NWO conspirators who, along with the Zionists 
have committed most of the world's acts of aggression))  "and stand up for human 
life (ala Agenda 21?), then his (Saddam's) lawlessness will threaten the peace and 
democracy (read: socialistic control) of the emerging new world order.  

       "We now see this long dreamed of vision we've all worked toward* for so 
long".  'Worked toward', like it is a noble cause, when it is more like a case of "mad 
scientists" in their laboratory, plottting the demise of the world as we have known 
it!  Note 1.   

      What ironic, illogical blather!  In his delusion, Bush Sr. and his cohorts either 
cannot see, or worse still do not care about the inevitable catastrophic damage the 
NWO will cause to practically the entire world, except for the self-elected elitist 
rulers and their chosen fellow-snobs!  Which, including the massive UN 
depopulation plans, would threaten incomparably more people than Saddam 
Hussein could even imagine! 

      How can a man like GHWB be esteemed and honored, when he apparently 
devoted many years of his life to subversive activities, designed to undermine, and 
rob his homeland of its sovereign, independent, free nationhood, and turn it into a 
subjugated, forcefully controlled slave nation, devoid of the autonomous right to 
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determine and administer its own national affairs, and ensure the natural social 
rights of its citizens?  Makes a nice legacy and epitaph, doesn't it?

      I assume with the twisted logic of the one-world dreamers, that they probably 
think they are doing a good thing for the world, giving it a greatly enhanced means 
of maintaining world peace, and security, and equitable (not)use of its resources of 
food, water, energy sources, etc.  Which is only a disingenuous excuse!  For the 
real purpose of the rulers is ensuring to themselves, and select others, control and 
personal use of unlimited wealth and power.  Or, eventual total confiscation!  

       And, instead of being a work of wisdom, and ingenuity designed to provide an 
existential system of survival of the "fattest", it is the product of obsessed fear and 
insecurity for the future, i.e., overpopulation,and massive consumption of the 
world's resources, that drives them to do anything in their power to prevent the 
"impending doom" that they foresee, and to preserve for themselves, by any and 
all means, absolute control and possession of the limited resources remaining in 
the world!  All, without care or compassion for the rights and needs of the rest of 
the world's inhabitants, who are beneath their self-exalted status, and therefore 
quite expendable!

        The absence of moral principles, based on faith in God, and human 
compassion, and misjudgment of the earth's capacity to sustain the needs of mega 
populations, generates inordinate fear and insecurity leading to irrational decisions 
which can devastate and abuse the lives of a most of mankind.  That is the evil 
means of the game plan of the inhumane New World Order! 

      Which, again, to plot the devastation of the most developed, prosperous, and 
otherwise successful nation on earth, and replace it with another inevitable 
socialist failure, defies not only bad gambling odds, but simple logic and common 
sense!  Other than the deluded powermongering mentality of the elitist 
meglomaniacs behind the scheme, there is serious reason to think that there must 
be something deeper compelling their diabolical actions!  

       That is, something that would cause people to (1) act mysteriously radical, 
both in the agreement and clandestine development of such an elaborate 
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extensive plot, and (2) for most of the country, to be relatively devoid of open 
opposition and resistance to the foolhardy rationale of the plan, and impending 
danger facing the world, if and when the NWO despotic global control regime is 
ever fully launched, and established.  

        Being a Christian, and knowing what the Bible reveals about the supernatural 
powers of both God, and Satan, I believe that the secondary, conditional powers 
that Satan has, especially relating to human mind control is the governing factor of 
the conspiratorial movement, i.e., against national sovereignty, and autonomy of 
the U.S.  

        In reference to the subject, scripture tells us that man can be taken captive at 
Satan's will.  2 Tim. 2:26.  As in membership of, or attendance to meetings of  
secret societies, i.e., (1) the occultish evil Bohemian Grove, by most or many of the 
notable one-worlders,  and (2) a regularly scheduled Hollywood Satanic ritual of 
sacrificial and immoral indulgences are typical activities involving many well known 
persons in the film industry! 

       Also, the devil would not be called the "god of this world" under the "law of sin 
and death", or the "prince of darkness and the (evil spiritual) powers of the air", 
unless he has the requisite supernatural capacity to carry out whatever he desires, 
especially over natural, unredeemed man.  One of the more evil aspects of many 
of the one-worlders' mental dispositions is their having taken a  Luciferian oath, 
which commits them to subserviently regard and honor Satan as their god, 
including forced participation in graphic evil, immoral rituals, and practices!     

       There is no other rational reason justifying why the architects, and purveyors 
of the NWO conspiracy, including government officials, banking and corporate 
executives, academia, and media spokesmen. etc. are in collusion, and relatively 
silent about such outlandish, traitorous decisions to undermine, and hijack our 
country!  

       The object being to turn it into another socialist nation, subservient to the 
despotic rule of an elitist international banking cartel, that has been taking control 
of the reins of authority by means of indoctrination, infiltration, and resulting 
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shadow government tactics for centuries.   

       The treasonous treaty authorizing full UN control and administration of the 
United States, was signed in 1945, as documented by the UN Charter!  Satirically, 
the instrument should have contained the following treasonous oath, "We the 
undersigned governmental, and other associated traitors of the U. S. Constitution, 
in betrayal of the trust and reliance of the American people, do mutually pledge 
our Satanically inspired obedience, and service to the ruling authority of the UN 
evil socialist kingdom!" 

        The UN has been poised to take over the reins of government, for some 
seventy years now, but the required crisis situation, which they say would justify 
their full intervention in national affairs, has not sufficiently developed yet.  
However, UN headquarters has tentatively scheduled the takeover transition to 
take place by 2025!

       It was Lord Acton who said, "Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power 
corrupts absolutely".  And, then, the fear of losing power thereafter, is the 
insatiable driving force to maintain, or increase it--by eliminating, if possible, all 
threats and means of losing it!  There are always internal as well as external 
dangers of plots and attempts of others to take it away from them!  It would be 
too late for the victims of the powermongers--but, for what its worth, it would be 
a form of "poetic justice" if the tables were turned on the scoundrels! 

        Gettting down to some of the specific names of the ones who betrayed their 
country, and capitulated to the diabolical, socialistic UN conquest of it, leading us 
into a life of enslavement, and deprivation of personal rights, and opportunities 
that normal life affords--consider then, in perspective, that every other problem 
we face today, is relatively minor compared to the impending global threat of the 
new world order ( the "wolf in sheep's clothing").

       But, what are we doing about it?  Practically nothing!  Instead, we have been 
preoccupied with secondary issues (including diversionary tactics)--adversarial 
party politics, immigration concerns, Middle East terrorism (largely exploited by 
the U.S.), government agency and personnel problems (which are significantly 
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troubling), global "warming" (a staged ploy), and on and on.  Some of which 
problems are purposely instigated to create crises requiring outside help from UN 
agencies, i.e., from prepositioned armed forces (mostly U.S.)  

        A caller on the Rush Limbaugh talk show, credited him with being the nation's 
best freedom fighter.  Yet, Limbaugh isn't paying any attention (as apparently a 
supporter) to the NWO socialist planned silent coup d'etat, which dwarfs every 
other world problem.  All of which is probably due to the subterfuge that has 
indoctrinated its supporters into mockingly calling anyone raising the fact or 
question of the forces which are working against our country, as "conspiracy 
theorists", with the true scheme further abetted by a lock-step media, rarely open 
to discussion of the matter!

       That bad things of this magnitude could be concealed by such a widely 
concerted coverup, is next to impossible to believe, so the mystery remains.  Some 
of it may be explainable by secret society occultish oaths and rituals,  to which 
many of its member have succumbed.  

       But that itself is Satanic, and I believe the whole insidious movement is due to 
the mind control power that Satan can and does exert upon man to carry out, in 
this case, his evil plan of practically destroying, or denying every real freedom and 
opportunity that God has providentially given to man!  

      Historically, most people have been able to sustain and enjoy a relatively good 
quality of life, with potential peace and security--even though they are under the 
judgment conditions that God has imposed upon the earth, as a consequence of 
original sin, federally imposed upon posterity, and organically inherited from Adam 
and Eve!  

       The storm clouds have been gathering, as we are coming near to the precipice, 
of the globalist takeover that we have been warned of by some, or perhaps 
studied and learned--for a long time, and which our leaders and representatives 
have purposely, or blindly not heeded, but incredulously gave the UN permission 
to execute!   
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      To touch on the main theme of who the "trusted" dignitaries are that betrayed 
us, and that deserve the opposite of the esteem and high regard they have been 
given;  an example occurred recently in a Republican presidential candidates' 
debate.  

      Jeb Bush referred to his father as "the greatest man alive".  Whoa!  Love for 
one's father, when he has done something criminally wrong, adversely affecting 
the future of the nation, is undeserved affection, or approval-- especially since Jeb 
has been involved in similar subversive activities, like the PNAC, at least!  

      The elder Bush, along with many other traitors, betrayed their country, and 
participated in setting the stage and consummating a deal (treaty) surrendering 
our national sovereignty and freedom, for the socialist tyranny of a one-world 
totalitarian government.  That is an act of treason, which besides whatever 
punishment is fitting, its participants should be marked with a stigma of infamy, 
offsetting an assumed legacy of credible national service!  

       Therefore, a conscientious, objective-thinking person would not exalt an 
unpatriotic, subversive political leader--especially a president who violated the 
Constitutional principles he swore to uphold!  That is the stuff of impeachment, 
being grounds of high crimes and misdemeanors, constituting treason!  I am not 
being facetious, but men were once hanged for stealing a man's horse, and this 
crime is a whole lot more serious offense to fellow man than that, deserving 
serious punishment!

      In connection with which, Jeb Bush himself, who is in accord with the UN 
Charter doctrine and regulations, is not worthy to be a candidate for the high 
office of president, or for any other responsible government position. They are 
either members of (or align with) the New World Order's affiliated NGOs: the CFR-
Council of Foreign Relations, the TC - Trilateral Commission, and the PNAC -
Project for a New American Century  (of which, Jeb Bush is a signatory).  These 
organizations have operated as a shadow government for decades, committing 
traitorous acts,  apparently with little or no conscience, and meeting with minimal 
resistance, or exposure!  
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       Anyway, Jeb Bush is part of the Neocon, war-minded movement, which 
promotes international intervention, including military attacks in foreign countries, 
as a stock-in-trade method, of causing crises around the world, for decades!  
Which are executed for the main purpose of establishing a powerbase of control 
and exploitation of a country's government, industries, and resources, and other 
institutions of use to further their imperialistic goals.

       Deanna Spingola (Website: Spingola Speaks) may be the best internet source 
of knowledge of, and insight into the whole range of criminal actions of our 
government, corporate interests, and other ideological forces, in their quest to 
gain international power and resources to increasingly prepare for the 
establishment of total UN world control, of all human affairs--governmental, 
economical, military, and personal!

       She uses the term "false flags", for "choreographed" catastrophes.  Such 
operations have been used for generations for various motives: seizure of 
additional land and natural mineral resources, acquisition of cheap labor, 
economic destablization, depopulation of inhabitants, destruction of religions and 
political ideologies. A very important factor to realize is that the NWO cannot 
allow sufficient means for any nation to be able to resist, or overcome them!

     The end goal, of course, is the establishment of political tyranny (socialism) by 
consent or conquest, through the use of various devious methods, i.e., 9/11 Twin 
Towers' demolitions, preplanned and carried out by the U.S. government, and the 
institution of the PATRIOT Act, and the Department of Homeland Security--
questionably increasing government security, but definitely at the expense of  
personal freedoms.  Note 2 (rev.)  

       Returning to the mystery of the "deafening silence" of limited reports and 
articles on the NWO subject, which is widely labeled by its insiders and supporters, 
as only an unfounded conspiracy "theory" by both liberal and conservative media, 
and other government, corporate, and academic politicos who would be expected 
to know what is going on in the world.  But, who are either brainwashed, or 
committed to secrecy regarding the covert activities of the NWO movement!  
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      The upshot being that their "blood", "death", or other brotherhood alliances 
take priority over Constitutional oaths, and associated solemn responsibilities, 
resulting in various treasonous acts against those of their country, who are the 
common, alienated, unprotected classes of humanity!  In fact, most media 
programs, news organizations, talk shows, etc., are solidly fortified (dominantly 
controlled) against the subject of the NWO conspiracy.

       An elite-owned media, i.e., the Fox Network mainly through talk shows, and 
cable television, can and does push propaganda, and outright manipulation of the 
news, or issues, by their own admission!  How do they get away with it?  Well, just 
listen to the following example.  Fox reporters Jan Akre, and Steve Wilson were in 
the process of submitting whistleblower reports to the FCC accusing the Monsanto 
Corporation of the dangers of creating and producing BGH, Bovine Growth 
Hormone, a controversial substance, with serious health risk properties!  

      Fox News wanted the reporters to use Monsanto information about their 
products, and to revise their reports to conform to Monsanto's claims!  Akre and 
Wilson would not change their report, and were subsequently fired!  A trial court 
found that Fox was unjustified in its dismissal of Jane, and ordered her restitution!  
But, a Florida Appeals Court,  overturned the trial court judgment for Jane Akre in 
her lawsuit, agreeing with Fox News that it is not against the law to distort, or 
falsify the news in the U.S.!  How did it come about that the internet, and cable TV 
is exempt from the laws of the land?  Certainly, there is no logical, judicious 
reasoning behind that anomaly! Just some more dirty politics, and twisted 
jurispudence!

      The Florida Appeals Court case handling lacks consideration of moral principles, 
and only a letter of the law interpretation.  Regarding the FAC, saying that it is not
against the law in the U.S. for a TV news program to distort, or falsify its news 
reports, it is further argued that an FCC rule governing "distortion of the news", is 
not the same as a law prohibiting it, which technically does not exist!  Note 4. 

      The Fox News broadcasting operating system is quoted from a Huffington Post 
reader, as follows: "Fox News is on record in court stating thet they do lie in their 
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content.  Their chief counsel admits this, and says "so what?".  It doesn't matter 
that we lie and obfuscate as a matter of course in our fake news company.  The 
judge in Florida agreed this was fine".  Only on the Internet!  But, why? 
Underlinings, mine. 

       And it is also stated that the TV station, has a First Amendment free speech 
right to "lie", or give its opinion or editorial version of a news subject!  Of course, 
they never inform the public, whether they are purposely altering or distorting a 
particular news matter, or not.  Apparently that would be optional, and come 
under their idea of competitive privilege, or advantage. 

       Fox must consider themselves as mainly entertainers, not informative news 
reporters and discussers.  Which raises a question about the O'Reilly Factor, where 
he says "the spin stops here".  Might that mean that management has already put 
the slant they want on it before O'Reilly gets it?  Fox Network employees receive 
their morning memo, a directive on how to present the news of the day.  Roger 
Ailes, autocratic president of Fox News, has a throng of "journalists" and guests, 
who push right-wing propaganda, disguised as news." Note 5.

      How far down the "progressive" road of "anything goes" have we gone?  What 
about conscience, and principles of honesty  and ethics, and implicitly the laws and 
commandments of God?  "Modernists" obviously don't abide by the Constitution, 
but are they playing the Constitution's silence to their advantage, as a warped 
sense of tacit justification?  So, what are most media's operating motives?  What 
else, but money, ratings, and corporate security?

        Also, any caller who broaches an opinion or question, regarding the NWO 
movement, is maligned and refused access to the talking heads, newscasters, etc., 
as they will not publically, or probably even privately, discuss the subject!  Which 
makes them unwitting, unpatriotic fools in this political stalemate--with a virtual 
Damocles sword hanging over our heads!  

      More fundamentally at fault, they are committing a far greater disservice by 
denying those callers their First Amendment right of freedom of speech?  By what 
ethical principle, or moral authority do they violate a bedrock Constitutional 
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provision for what should be an inalienable human right?

      Thomas Jefferson said about free speech that, "Our first object should 
therefore be to leave open to him (everyone) all avenues of the truth (even 
opinions, theories, discussions, etc.)!"  The Declaration of Human Rights atates, 
"Everyone has the right to......impart information (or opinion) through any media, 
regardless of frontiers (changes in culture, customs, situational ethics, etc.).  The 
media should be soundng boards, not idealogues and propagandists.  Let their 
editorial opinions and ideas compete with general citizens."  That should include 
newspapers, books, magazines, radio, television; any form of media!

       It is a disservice to democracy to exclude dissenting views of mutual interest 
and import.  Let the readers, or listeners judge and decide."  And, again from 
Jefferson, "Error of opinion may be tolerated, where reason is left free to combat 
it".  For example, media exclusionary decisions, or policy is not justified by 
ownership, nor is denial of free speech by the administrative authority of a school, 
or teachers!  

       I listened to several recorded exchanges on the Alex Jones, INFOWARS website 
between Mark Dice, Bill O'Reilly, Glenn Beck and Sean Hannity.  Dice specifically 
asked them about Bohemian Grove's annual event in California.  And, like 
programmed responses, each of them took offense at being questioned about 
what they knew about the activities taking place there.  They immediately 
responded by calling Dice a nut, and similar disparaging accusations as if he was a 
radical antagonist without foundation in his insinuations, and "theoretical" 
implications!   

      They each showed abnormal anger about the subject, making themselves look 
similarly suspicious.  Surprisingly too, because  they are in the business of looking 
into newsworthy activities, and reporting on their findings!  So, a normal reaction 
to their obvious unwillingness to discuss the subject, raises serious questions 
about what is behind the mysterious meetings, and associated organization.  

       To me and anyone uninvolved with the secret, or private goings on in the 
ubiquitous, but obscure event, the retaliatory attacks by those so-called 
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"conservative"show people belie their professional credibility, and invite further 
inquiry and investigation into the massive coverup and denial of the dangerous, 
subversive activities that can have a devastating political and sociological effect on 
America, and the rest of the world.  

      As to the critical importance of the problem, the only safe recourse the U. S. 
has is to withdraw from the UN, and openly denounce and discredit the hegemonic 
organization!  That is, if enough responsible people could ever come to their 
senses, which continues to appear unlikely after seventy plus years of intelligence-
defying membership in the most potentially catastrophic, or chaos-causing 
organization the world has ever known! 

      Anyone who doesn't think that "the Devil is in the details", and in command of 
such a foreboding evil world-changing scheme, will certainly be convinced if it 
comes to be, but by then, it will be virtually impossible to recover from it

      Other than cruel, inhumane plans for massive depopulation, the UN's (or the U. 
S.'s) purpose in sending troops to fight in foreign wars, is intentionally done to 
create crises, by killing thousands of military personnel and civilians, with the cost 
of the wars causing a financial drain in countries, necessitating loan indebtedness 
to the international banks.  

       Which creates a financial burden that they cannot repay--thereby having to 
give up possession of property, industries and resources.  Lenin said that "The 
establishment of a central bank is 90% of communizing a nation".  Or, as the ever-
applicable saying goes,"follow the money" (and related power)! Note 3.  

       In 1952, Secretary John Foster Dulles said that,   "Treaty law (and the resulting 
UN Charter) can override the Constitution.  Treaties can take powers away from 
Congress, and give them to the President!  Note 3.  Doesn't that explain what 
motivates and  "authorizes" Obama's independent disregard of Congress, and self-
acting issuance of directives and executive orders, practIcally at will.  In fairness, 
he is not the only, or necessarily worst overuser of executive privilege, because 
George W. Bush supposedly issued more of such documents than Obama!  
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       Of course, Obama doesn't want to publicize his wanton disregard of the 
Constitution, coupled with his adoption of the automatic right to use UN Charter 
authority!  But his unauthorized adverse conduct speaks for itself, verifying his 
anti-American socialist agenda! 

      Despite all the UN rhetoric about international peacekeeping, the ruling elite 
has no compassionate desire to improve the lives of the common people, but quite 
the opposite, since one of their planned objectives is to radically depopulate the 
world, through various created crises (i.e. wars, plus genocidal actions, mass 
sterilization, and other inhuman means of re-shaping the world by certain austere 
evil changes (eugenics, etc.) controlling every aspect of mankind's forced 
subordinate existence.  Even Hitler's obsessive superior race dictatorial ideology 
didn't extend globally!  

     Which is all part of the elitists' pipe dream to create a utopian, superior culture  
for themselves and select, exalted peers at the cost of the expendable common 
people who overpopulate the world, and consume too much of its resources!

      Changing the subject to free trade, the following quotation from Deanna 
Spingola is informative: "The abolition of nationalism and borders under the guise 
of free trade has been the ultimate Illuminati objective since the late 1700's.  
Nationalists (except for the monolithic Zionists) believe in reasonable tariffs that 
protect the nation's industry.   In fact, for the first 200 years tariffs were the only 
source of Federal revenue! 

       Free trade (unrestricted, or unconditional) is detrimental to a nation's wealth, 
and sovereignty, (creating huge trade deficits, unemployment, monetary 
destabilization, etc.).  There is always the competitive, or wealth building incentive 
for a company to import products as cheap as possible, to maximize their profit 
margins, especially when coupled with ownership of the foreign producers.   

       CFR member, and Trilateralist Henry Kissinger wrote in the L.A. Times 
concerning NAFTA (free trade agreement), "What Congress will have before it, is 
not a conventional trade agreement, but the architecture of a new international 
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system.......a first step toward a New World Order."

      Free trade under the auspices of the World Trade Organization, is not 
accountable to any nation's laws and regulations!  Why, then, would any patriotic 
citizen trade, or worse still, betray our sovereign free, independent government 
and way of life, for a worldwide failed socialist, totalitarian tyranny?

      There are three plausible explanations for such one-world foolish, illogical, 
traitorous decisions being  made: (1) Pledged loyalty, and subservience to a secret 
society, i.e., Skull & Bones, and Bohemian Grove, etc. where members are involved 
in brotherhoods of death, including blood rites, and Luciferian oaths--where they 
are sworn to worship the devil, as god, which is based on a twisted concept of the 
devil's words in the temptation of Adam and Eve, that, "In the day that ye eat (of 
the forbidden fruit), then your eyes will be opened, and ye shall be as gods 
knowing good and evil".  Gen. 3:5. 

      Which is a negative consequence, not designedly good, as they think, but, 
denoting the loss of godly innocence and spiritual enablement, for the 
responsibilities and desires of life.  That is, that fallen man (spiritually 
unregenerated) is left to his own devices, without the overseeing, guiding hand of 
God to ensure his success, and righteous fulfillment and enjoyment of life, subject 
to personal faithfulness to God! 

       Continuing from two preceding paragraphs ago: (2) Commitment to the one-
world government objective of an elitist, meglomaniacal ruling cabal of 
predominantly international bankers, with the aid of NGOs, like the CFR, TC, and 
PNAC, and which is subject to the supernatural, mind-controlling power of  Satan, 
overriding their natural intellect, whether they know it or not,  and (3) all of which, 
is to them, an attainable utopian dream, near to fulfillment!  

      If there is unbelief, or out-of-hand rejection by readers, of the mind control 
factor cited in item (2), whatever else can rationally justify the adoption of the 
radical one-world government scheme itself, and then, maintain the relative 
secrecy, and withholding of public disclosure of the movement?  
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      I don't think the human mind is naturally capable of such concerted control of 
information about the potentially world-changing effect of the long-planned plot 
to eliminate America's national sovereignty and independence.   So, something 
besides normal mentality made the organizers change their minds from logical 
thinking, to a fantasy or otherwise irrational mode--so as to unconscionably 
conceive and perpetuate a nefarious, cruel, plan to savage and wreck the world 
that we have known, so that they can secure to themselves the complete power, 
and exclusive lifestyle of a world-controlling oligarchy!  

        In a larger sense, in scriptural context, the NWO represents the desired, 
threatened kingdom of Satan, wherein he believes he will be carrying out his 
blasphemous oath in heaven, that he would be "like the Most High (or God)", 
whereas in truth he will be, at God's appointed time,  the Most Low (as in hell), 
having forsaken his exalted position as part of the heavenly hierarchy, losing his 
righteousness and immortality!

      Rush Limbaugh, who may have coined the term,"low information voter", 
apparently doesn't realize that because he is an NWO supporter, and automatically 
dismisses the whole conspiracy movement as an unfounded "theory"--that he is 
doing a serious disservice to the American people. 

      There, again, does he knowingly suppress the copious information that exists of 
the "one world government plot", or is he mind-controlled with the myriad of 
others by the "god"of this world, Satan--which I believe is the only rational 
explanation for such a widespread coverup and silence of the most crucial 
impending danger facing our country and the world today? 

       Below are some of the names of famous, or well known figures that were 
associated with the evil conspiracy that traded America's sovereignty and 
independence--its autonomous nationhood--for a socialist, interdependent nation, 
subordinate to UN ruling authority, in every facet of life!   Or, what a book by 
Friedrich von Hayden calls, "The Road to Serfdom".    

      As mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the following persons are listed who 
have been among the principal New World Order turncoats, as members of the 
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CFR, TC, and PNAC (acronyms are spelled out on Page 9).  They are John Bolton, 
George H.W. Bush, George W. Bush, William Bennett, Zbignew Brezinski, Jimmy 
Carter, Bill Clinton, Dick Cheney, William Cohen, Bill Kristol, Colin Powell, Steve 
Forbes, Gerald Ford, Robert Gates, Brent Scowcroft, Jesse Jackson, Dan Rather, 
Tom Brokaw, David Brinkley, Tucker Carlson, John Chancellor, Barbara Walters, 
Paul Wolfowitz, Henry Kissinger, Charles Krauthammer, Newt Gingrich, Alan 
Greenspan, Madeleine Albright, Diane Feinstein, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Chuck 
Hagel, John McCain, George Mitchell, Rupert Murdoch, Nancy Pelosi, Norman 
Podhoretz, Dan Quayle, Harry Reid, Jay Rockefeller, Donald Rumsfield, James 
Woolsey, Donna Shalala, Fred Thompson, Richard Nixon, Hubert Humphrey, 
Walter Mondale, Al Gore, and John Kerry.  There are undoubtedly many more 
traitors involved in the betrayal of our country's sovereign independence, and 
national and personal freedoms!

       Question: If one thinks like a socialist, and acts like a socialist, is he not a 
socialist?  And,  if a citizen owes allegiance to his country, what is treason but a 
violation of that allegiance?  In fact, they typically call themselves "citizens of the 
world", subject to the New World Order, under the UN Charter, of which they are 
either signatories, or subscribers!    

      Every one of those people named above is marked by the stigma of betraying 
their country, which diminishes everything positive and beneficial that they might 
have otherwise done!  No biography or account of their lives without full 
disclosure of their traitorous activities, would be honest, or complete, and 
deserving of any characterization more significant than recognition of the disgrace 
and dishonor of their treasonous disloyalties!  

       What greater crime against humanity can be committed, than to rob another 
man of his natural, God-given right to a fulfilling life of unrestrained opportunity, 
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness?  Anything less is to varying degrees a 
violation of the "golden rule", and love to neighbors and others, that everyone is 
responsible for, and answerable to God, to live by!  No class distinctions of society 
are exempt from engaging in the basic acts of humanity that everyone naturally is 
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responsible to extend to others, and likewise, deserves to receive!

       Our society, governmentally, economically, and personally has morally 
degenerated, generally, since its historic inception as a constitution respecting 
republic, which by the grace of God allowed Americans to enjoy relatively peaceful 
and prosperous lives for most of our Two Hundred plus years of existence!  

       But, today, we are precipitously in danger of losing our sovereignty and 
independence, and becoming a slave nation to an amoral corrupt, ruling class of 
elitists who are evily committed to their own greedy, power-mad cause!  We still 
have the means to morally and legally separate ourselves from this tentative 
national and personal destruction, by withdrawing from the octopus control of the 
UN, or if necessary to mobilize against the powers that be, and recover our 
autonomy, and natural rights and freedoms!  

       And may justice be carried out against the treasonous statesmen, and their 
minions who are guilty of undermining, and giving away our homeland to the 
attempted cursed communistic takeover of the world!  May God help us, though 
we scarcely deserve his grace and mercy, for all our unrighteous behavior, and 
irreverence and dishonor to Him!        

1.  Deanna Spingola, "The New World Order, Bush, the Best of the Worst".                         
2.       "             "      ,  "False Flag Operations, The Crisis Route to the NWO.                                                                                                                                             
3.  Deanna Spingola, "By Way of Deception, We Shall Do War".                                  
4.  Sean Parnell, Center for Competitive Politics, "Fox, lies and videotape: 
debunking an internet myth".                                                                                                                                     
5.  Deanna Spingola, "The New World Order, unFair, and unBalanced".                           
6.  American Policy Center, "Agenda 21". 
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